A Diller, a Dollar—Look Who’s a Scholar!

Mom’s taking Medieval History,
Dad goes to Wine Tasting Class,
Grandpa is studying Shakespeare,
Grandma’s signed up for Stained Glass.
Aunt Emma’s enrolled in Speed Reading,
Aunt Carrie’s in Fashion Design,
Cousin Ed’s in Advanced Leather Tooling
Twice weekly from 7:00 to 9:00.
Aunt May’s in Group Consciousness Raising,
Uncle Jake’s taking Renaissance Lit,
Cousin Joe takes Beginning Piano
And his wife’s taking Learning to Knit.
Dr. Jones takes Provincial French Cooking,
Mrs. Smith is in Drafting Technique,
Their daughter is taking Karate,
Their son-in-law’s studying Greek.
The Blakes both take Natural Childbirth,
The Bentons take Sculpting in Clay,
Miss Cooney takes Second Year Welding,
Mrs. Simmons takes Water Ballet.
Pete’s Bread Baking Class meets each Thursday
When his wife goes to Working with Jute,
His assistant’s in Pottery Workshop
And his boss Intermediate Flute.
The judge and his wife take Flamenco,
The mailman’s in Learning to Draw,
The chef’s in his third year of Yoga,
The busboy’s in Second Year Law.
Adult education is booming
And looks like it’s come here to stay.
If you’re an adult who’s not going to school
You feel like a truant today. —Jane Goodsell